Apollo Currency (APL)

About:

Utilizing a community of world-class developers, managers, marketers and researchers, the Apollo community, backed by the Apollo Foundation, has accomplished its goal in becoming the World's fastest, most private and most feature-rich cryptocurrency.

Apollo was developed for the sole purpose of offering every mainstream cryptocurrency feature on one untraceable platform.

Advantages:

- **Monetary System**: The monetary system within Apollo allows users to instantly create currencies that can be traded privately on Apollo’s decentralized exchange as well as freely on external
exchanges. These currencies can be easily backed by Apollo giving them an instant, tangible value. Possible use Cases: Finance, Charity, Voter IDs, Escrows, Coupons, Currencies, etc.

- **Advanced Account Control**: Accounts can be created in a way that allows group control. Utilizing the Apollo voting system a group can be granted the ability (via initial ownership or ownership of a specified token or asset) to vote on the transactions that are spent on the account. Possible use cases: Private Investment Fund, Private Insurance Fund, Charity Fund, Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAO)

- **Multi-Sig And Phased Transactions**: Apollo supports multi-signature accounts allowing more than one user to control an account. It also supports phased transactions which are transactions set up to occur after a certain condition is met. This could be after another transaction is sent or received, after a passage of time or after a certain block number is hit.

- **Decentralized Exchange**: The decentralized exchange is an important feature in the Apollo platform as it allows for the fast and private purchasing, selling and trading of all assets, tokens and currencies created within Apollo. We are in the process of
also adding Bitcoin, Ethereum and many other well-known cryptocurrencies to this exchange. This will allow users the ability to buy and sell Apollo privately from any nation on Earth.

- **Smart Contracts**: Apollo will soon integrate the ability to create complex smart contracts. Combined with our asset system, monetary system, decentralized marketplace, storage system, leasing and voting system these smart contracts will open up nearly infinite possibilities within Apollo.

- **Asset System**: Using the Apollo asset system, a user can issue, buy, sell and trade asset tokens intended to represent anything from public and private equity to real world commodities. Unlike other markets and cryptocurrencies, users will be able to trade these assets with 100% privacy. Possible use cases: Assets, Commodities, Derivatives, etc.